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rahertz spectrum of soft porous
crystals: rigid unit modes and their impact on phase
transitions†

Alexander E. J. Hoffman, a Irena Senkovska, *b Jelle Wieme, a

Alexander Krylov, c Stefan Kaskelb and Veronique Van Speybroeck *a

Phase transitions in flexible metal–organic frameworks or soft porous crystals are mediated by low-

frequency phonons or rigid-unit modes. The alteration of specific building blocks may change the lattice

dynamics of these frameworks, which can influence the phase transition mechanism. In this work, the

impact of building block substitution on the rigid-unit modes in flexible MIL-53 analogs with a winerack

topology will be investigated via ab initio lattice dynamics calculations. First, the accuracy of the

theoretical simulations is verified via experimental Raman measurements, which provide unique

fingerprint vibrations in the terahertz range to characterize the phase transition. Following analysis of the

low-frequency vibrations shows that there exists a set of universal rigid-unit modes inducing translations

and/or rotations of the building blocks. The theoretical results demonstrate that linker substitutions have

a large effect on the rigid-unit mode frequencies, whereas this is less so for inorganic chain

substitutions. These findings may help to rationally tune the phonon frequencies in soft porous crystals.
1 Introduction

Phonons are the quanta of vibrations in solids. They play
a crucial role in a variety of physical processes such as thermal
conductivity1,2 and expansion,3,4 charge transport,5 diffusion,6

phase transitions,7 etc. With an eye toward development of
functional materials it is valuable to be able to control these
phonon modes.

In this regard, metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are an
interesting class of micro- and/or nanoporous crystalline
materials.8–10 They consist of inorganic polynuclear clusters,
also called secondary building units, connected by organic
ligands or linkers. The concept of reticular chemistry11,12 allows
these building blocks to be easily adapted, which enables the
phonons in MOFs to be tuned and, consequently, the related
properties.13
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A rst phonon property that is of importance in MOFs is the
vibrational entropy, which mostly depends on the vibrations
with the lowest frequencies. Its contribution to the free energy
increases with increasing temperature.14–17 As such, it inu-
ences the thermal stability of a structure. Another interesting
phenomenon, largely affected by phonons, is thermal expan-
sion. A vast number of MOFs exhibit large negative thermal
expansion (NTE),18,19 whereas most materials experience posi-
tive thermal expansion (PTE). The specic framework topology
of these MOFs provides a large number of low-frequency
vibrations that contract the structure, such as trampoline
motions of the linkers.20,21 A last example in which phonons
inuence the MOF behavior is the occurrence of phase transi-
tions.22,23 When a phonon mode becomes unstable, i.e. its
frequency approaches zero, its energy is sufficiently low to
induce static displacements and, in the end, trigger a structural
transition. Such a mode is referred to as a so mode.23

From the above examples, it is clear that vibrations with
a low frequency in the terahertz range, i.e. terahertz vibrations,
affect the stability and dynamic behavior of MOFs. In the case of
high-frequency vibrations, which induce displacements within
a single building block, the phonon modes can oen be easily
interpreted based on chemical insight. For terahertz vibrations
a straightforward identication of the normal modes is no
longer possible, as they involve displacements of the whole
structure and they heavily depend on long-range interactions
between the different building blocks. Consequently, the char-
acterization of these terahertz vibrations requires theoretical
input.23,24
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Table 1 Overview of the structures included in this study with their
corresponding inorganic octahedra (blue figure) and linkers (red figure)
(BDC ¼ 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate, FA ¼ fumarate, NDC ¼ 2,6-naph-
thalenedicarboxylate, BPDC ¼ 4,40-biphenyldicarboxylate)

Structure

MIL-53(Al)47 Al3+ + OH� BDC
MIL-53(Ga)52 Ga3+ + OH� BDC
MIL-53(Cr)53 Cr3+ + OH� BDC
MIL-53(V)54 V3+ + OH� BDC
MIL-53(Al)-F55 Al3+ + F� BDC
MIL-47(V)54 V4+ + O2� BDC
A520(Al)56 Al3+ + OH� FA
DUT-4(Al)57,58 Al3+ + OH� NDC
DUT-5(Al)58 Al3+ + OH� BPDC
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A simple approach to predict the vibrations with the lowest
frequencies is by considering the structure to be made up of
rigid units. This rigid unit mode (RUM) approach was
successfully applied by Hammonds et al. to a wide-range of
aluminosilicates, supposed to consist of rigid tetrahedral units,
in order to explain the occurrence of phase transitions and
anomalous thermal expansion.25 For that purpose, the Crush
program was adopted, which could predict the RUMs and
frequencies for any wave vector.26 The programmakes use of the
split-atom method, which assumes that atoms shared between
neighboring building blocks are split in two halves and are
connected with each other by a harmonic spring.27 In this way,
the RUMs can be identied as those modes with zero frequency.
A non-zero frequency corresponds to a mode that would
generate a distortion of the rigid units. The RUM approach has
proven to be successful in various framework materials28 and
several alternative methods have been developed.29–32

The RUM model has also been used to investigate low-
frequency phonons in MOFs, the rst time on Zn(CN)2 by
Goodwin et al.33 Zn(CN)2 exhibits an anomalously large and
negative thermal expansion coefficient. Their analysis showed
that the NTE behavior results from a large set of RUMs, which
dominate the dynamic behavior due to their very low frequen-
cies. The diatomic ligand allows more exibility compared to
the oxide-bridged analogs of Zn(CN)2 giving rise to signicantly
more RUMs.

The application of the RUM model on more complex MOFs
with extensive linkers is not trivial, as the latter have the
possibility to ex e.g. by trampoline-like motions. This should
also be taken into account to analyze the exibility of the
material correctly.28 Rimmer et al. applied different RUM
models with increasing complexity on MOF-5 to investigate the
low-frequency vibrations.34 The models that allowed exing of
the benzenedicarboxylate (BDC) linkers performed well to
accurately predict the RUMs.

A disadvantage of the RUM approach is the inability to
provide correct vibrational frequencies. The model delivers
RUMs with zero frequency, whereas in reality the terahertz
vibrations with RUM character do have a small non-zero
frequency. To predict these terahertz frequencies, one can
resort to ab initio lattice dynamics calculations, which provides
the normal modes in the harmonic approximation via elec-
tronic structure calculations. Frequently, the density functional
theory (DFT) formalism is applied due to its suitable trade-off
between the required computational resources and accuracy.35

One of the rst phenomena in MOFs, for which DFT calcu-
lations of the vibrational modes proved to be useful, is NTE in
MOF-5.20,34,36 Another research topic that has greatly beneted
from ab initio lattice dynamics calculations is gate-opening in
ZIF-8.37–39 However, it has also been used to investigate, among
other aspects, rotational dynamics in MIL-140A,40 the phase
transition in ZIF-4,41 and the link between so modes and
anomalous elastic behavior such as a negative Poisson ratio,
NTE, and low shear moduli in HKUST-1.42

The accurate prediction of terahertz vibrations via DFT is
challenging, because they originate from weak interactions
which need high computational settings to be described
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
properly.17,43–45 To verify whether the proposed computational
model is suitable to gain insight in the desired physical
phenomena, one can compare theoretical spectra with a range
of experimental spectroscopic techniques such as infrared
spectroscopy,37–40,42,46 Raman spectroscopy,40,42,46 and inelastic
neutron scattering (INS).37,40,41

A combined experimental/theoretical approach was followed
by some of the presenting authors to investigate the breathing
phenomenon in MIL-53(Al).46 MIL-53(Al)47 is the prototype of
a exible breathing MOF or so porous crystal.48 It has a wine-
rack topology consisting of 1D aluminum-oxide chains con-
nected by BDC linkers and exhibits a phase transition between
a contracted pore (cp) and large pore (lp) phase that induces
a large change in unit cell volume. Based on subtle differences
in the IR spectrum above 300 cm�1, we could distinguish the cp
and lp phases. Furthermore, the good agreement with experi-
ment enabled the theoretical prediction of normal modes that
could induce breathing.46

A follow-up study analyzed the frequencies of all terahertz
vibrations as a function of the volume.49 This allowed to
pinpoint the modes with a large frequency difference between
the cp and lp phase, which can serve as a ngerprint for the
phase transition. As could be expected, the most interesting
modes induced translations and rotations of the different
building blocks. Due to the lack of IR active terahertz vibrations
in MIL-53(Al), the theoretical prediction of the RUMs could not
be experimentally veried. Raman spectroscopy proved to be
a better tool to characterize the low-frequency spectrum of
exible porous framework materials based on reports of DUT-
8(Ni).50,51 The terahertz region showed a characteristic Raman
peak in both the closed pore and open pore phase, although it
was shied signicantly.

In this work, it will be evidenced, both experimentally and
theoretically, that Raman spectroscopy provides clear nger-
prints in the terahertz region of MIL-53 analogs, i.e. so porous
crystals with a winerack topology consisting of a 1D inorganic
chain connected by ditopic organic linkers (see Table 1).
Consequently, it is the ideal tool to characterize the phase
transition in these so porous crystals. However, not all
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 17254–17266 | 17255
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terahertz vibrations are Raman active. Therefore, the charac-
terization of all RUMs in these MOFs required a thorough
analysis via ab initio lattice dynamics calculations (see Fig. 1). By
means of static DFT calculations, the RUMs typical for the
winerack topology in MIL-53 were identied, including the
Raman active phonon modes inducing rotations of the organic
linker. Furthermore, a reduced Hessian approach was applied,59

which allowed to subdivide the RUM displacements into
translations and rotations of the building blocks yielding, for
the rst time, a quantication of the RUM character of terahertz
vibrations in MOFs. Additionally, the inuence of building
block substitution on the terahertz frequencies was investigated
illustrating the impact on the vibrational entropy and, hence,
the thermal stability of the structures. As such, this study
provides a microscopic picture of the mechanism behind the
phase transition in MIL-53 analogs complementing our earlier
macroscopic investigation.60

2 Methods
2.1 Theory

2.1.1 General procedure to compare RUMs between struc-
tures with winerack topology. First, geometry optimizations
were performed to obtain the equilibrium structures of the cp
and lp phases of the different materials. For that purpose,
several xed volume optimizations were executed, in which the
Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the scope of this research. Different linkers
octahedra are combined with BDC linkers to form a winerack framewo
ahertz vibrations with translations and/or rotations of the building block
frequencies for the different structures are plotted with Lorentzian linesha
of the linker or inorganic octahedron that is substituted in the reference

17256 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 17254–17266
cell vectors and ions were allowed to relax. The resulting ener-
gies were used to construct an energy–volume equation of state
for which a Rose–Vinet t was derived to determine the equi-
librium volume.43 Subsequently, a nal xed volume optimiza-
tion was performed for a structure at this optimal volume. For
all materials listed in Table 1, it was possible to determine
(meta-)stable cp and lp phases, except for the lp phase of DUT-
4(Al). At the current level of theory (see Section 2.1.3), DUT-4(Al)
does not exhibit a local minimum in the energy–volume equa-
tion of state for the lp phase.17 Therefore, a single xed volume
geometry optimization was performed at the experimentally
measured unit cell volume of the lp phase.58

Once equilibrium structures were obtained, the Hessian was
calculated via a nite difference approach. The second-order
derivatives of the energy with respect to the atom displace-
ments were determined via numerical differentiation of the
forces in distorted structures. Each distortion was created by
displacing one of the atoms by 0.015 Å in the positive or nega-
tive sense of one of the Cartesian directions. The normal modes
were derived from the Hessian aer a normal mode analysis
and mass-weighted.

Thesemass-weighted normal modes could now be compared
between the materials of interest. For structures consisting of
the same building blocks it is possible to directly determine the
similarity of different mass-weighted normal modes by
are combined with aluminium-oxide octahedra and different inorganic
rk. These frameworks exhibit general rigid-unit modes (RUMs) i.e. ter-
s. Two of these RUMs are visualized and their theoretically predicted
pes with the same amplitude. The color of the curvematches the color
structure of MIL-53(Al).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 2 Visualization of the subdivision in building blocks for the case of
MIL-53(Al). The carbon atom of the carboxyl group is shared between

three blocks and has weight
1
3
. The hydroxyl group is shared between

1
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calculating the dot product between them. As the mass-
weighted Hessian of a structure is real symmetric, its eigen-
modes are orthonormal. Therefore, a dot product of 1 indicates
that the compared eigenmodes are completely equivalent,
whereas a dot product of 0 means that there is no overlap
between the two eigenmodes. However, in case of different
building blocks the matter is more complicated as the normal
modes no longer have the same dimension, preventing a direct
comparison. Luckily, in this study we are only interested in
terahertz modes that affect the phase transition, which are
collective in nature, meaning that they induce displacements of
entire building blocks i.e. RUMs. Therefore, we can reduce the
coordinate space to include only translations and rotations of
the building blocks. In literature, this is referred to as a reduced
Hessian technique.59 The reduced Hessian, Hre, can be derived
from the full Hessian by multiplication with the projection
matrix P:

Hre ¼ PTHfullP (1)

Here, the columns of P are formed by the translation and
rotation vectors of the building blocks expressed in the original
basis (see also Section S1.1 in the ESI†). As all structures have
the same topology consisting of the same type of building
blocks, the dimension of their reduced Hessian is the same and
enables identication of normal modes of equal type. The
reduced Hessian can also be mass-weighted by dening the
reduced mass-matrix, Mre:

Mre ¼ PTMfullP (2)

As the mass-weighted reduced Hessian is also real
symmetric, the corresponding mass-weighted reduced normal
modes are again orthonormal. Therefore, the dot product
between two mass-weighted normal modes of reduced Hessians
is a good measure to identify similar normal modes. Further-
more, it is possible to express the reduced normal modes in the
original basis. Comparing the reduced normal modes in this
form with the original terahertz vibrations shows that the
modes exhibiting mainly rigid-unit vibrations are indeed
included in the reduced Hessian. However, the vibrational
frequencies of the reduced normal modes differ substantially
from those obtained from the full Hessian. Therefore, the
vibrational frequencies of the full Hessian will still be compared
with each other, which is possible due to the one-to-one corre-
spondence between the terahertz vibrations and the reduced
normal modes of interest (see Section S1.2 in the ESI†).

An important aspect in the methodology is the denition of
the different rigid building blocks. This is not trivial as there is
no unique choice. Firstly, there are the compensating anions in
the inorganic chain that are shared between two inorganic
octahedra. To maintain the symmetry of the octahedra each
anion was attributed for one half to both inorganic groups.
Secondly, each organic linker shares a carboxylate group with
two inorganic octahedra. Each oxygen atom of a carboxylate
group inherently belongs to a single inorganic octahedron,
whereas the carbon atom acts as a hinge atom between the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
linker and the two neighboring inorganic octahedra. The
carbon atom should not be fully assigned to the inorganic
octahedra, because the carboxylate group can coordinate to the
metal atom in various ways. However, it can also not fully be
assigned to the linker, because the carbon atom does not
completely follow the translational motion of the other linker
atoms, hence it cannot be considered as a rigid group. There-
fore, in correspondence with the rigid unit model proposed for
MOF-5 by Rimmer et al.,34 the carbon atom was partially
assigned to the two inorganic groups and the linker with

a weight of
1
3
. This is illustrated for MIL-53(Al) in Fig. 2.

2.1.2 Raman spectroscopy. Raman intensities of specic
normal modes can be computed aer obtaining the third-order
derivatives of the energy with respect to the external electric
eld (twice) and with respect to the atom displacements (once).
These derivatives can rst be used to calculate the Raman
tensor:61

Rk
ij �

XN
a¼1

X
a¼x;y;z

vcij

vraðaÞ~v
k
aðaÞ (3)

Here c represents the susceptibility tensor, which is the
macroscopic equivalent of the polarizability tensor and corre-
sponds to the second-order derivative of the energy with respect
to the external electric eld. Furthermore, N stands for the
number of atoms in the unit cell of the structure and ~vk is the
mass-weighted eigenvector of normal mode k.

vcij

vraðaÞ represents the derivative of an element of the

susceptibility tensor with respect to an atom displacement. This
can be determined via a nite difference approach i.e. through
numerical differentiation of the susceptibility tensors in dis-
torted structures. Each distortion was created by displacing one

of the atoms by 0.01 Å in the positive or negative sense of one of
the Cartesian directions. Instead of the susceptibility tensor, the
two blocks and has weight
2
.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 17254–17266 | 17257
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static dielectric tensor was calculated. They are directly related
to each other via the addition of the identity matrix. The Raman
intensity of mode k follows from its Raman tensor via:

Ik � 45ak
2 + 7bk

2 (4)

with

ak ¼ 1

3

�
Rk

11 þ Rk
22 þ Rk

33

�
(5)

bk
2 ¼ 1

2

h�
Rk

11 � Rk
22

�2 þ �
Rk

11 � Rk
33

�2 þ �
Rk

22 � Rk
33

�2i

þ 3
h�
Rk

12

�2 þ �
Rk

13

�2 þ �
Rk

23

�2i
(6)

2.1.3 Computational settings. All static DFT calculations
have been performed with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP).62–64 The projector-augmented wave (PAW)
method65 was used at the PBE level of theory66 employing plane
waves with a cutoff energy of 600 eV. Grimme's D3 corrections
with Becke–Johnson damping were used in order to describe
the long-range dispersion interactions.67,68 Generally, a Mon-
khorst–Pack k-mesh69 of 6 � 6� 2 k-points for the cp phase and
6� 2� 2 k-points for the lp phase was applied. However, for the
larger DUT-4(Al) and DUT-5(Al) materials only 1 k-point was
taken into account along the longest cell vector to limit the
computational cost.

Some structures consist of magnetic metal ions (those
including Cr or V) for which the spin state needs to be dened.
The choice of the spin direction is not trivial, as it has been
shown that the relative orientation of neighboring spins can
impact the structure.70 In this work, we choose a ferromagnetic
spin conguration meaning that all spins point in the same
direction, as this is computationally less expensive than any
other spin conguration.70

The electronic structure calculations were considered to be
converged when the change in the total energy between subse-
quent self consistent eld (SCF) steps decreased below 10�8 eV.
The Hessian calculations of the cp and lp phases of MIL-47
formed exceptions, because an SCF convergence of 10�10 eV
was required to obtain a positive denite Hessian. For the
geometry optimizations, the conjugate-gradient algorithm was
employed to obtain structures that were converged up to
10�7 eV.
2.2 Experiment

Commercially available chemicals and solvents were used as
received without further purication. 2,6-Naph-
thalenedicarboxylic acid (2,6-H2NDC) from Aldrich (99%), 1,4-
biphenyldicarboxylic acid (1,4-H2BPDC) from Sigma Aldrich
(97%), and 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid (1,4-H2BDC) from
Acros Organics (99+%) were used. N,N-Dimethylformamide
(DMF) was purchased from Fisher Scientic (99.5%).

2.2.1 Synthesis
2.2.1.1 MIL-53(Al) ([Al(OH)(1,4-BDC)]n). A mixture contain-

ing Al(NO3)3$9H2O (14.1 g, 37.6 mmol), 1,4-H2BDC (31.3 g, 18.7
17258 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 17254–17266
mmol) and 55 mL H2O was put into a 250 cm3 Teon liner,
placed in an autoclave and heated to 220 �C and annealed for
72 h. The product was separated, washed with H2O and dried at
150 �C for 2 h in an oven. The dry powder was mixed with fresh
DMF and the mixture was tempered at 150 �C for 16 h. MIL-
53(Al) powder was separated by centrifugation and washed
with DMF and water. Aer drying at 150 �C in an oven, the
powder was calcined at 330 �C for 52 h.

2.2.1.2 MIL-53(Cr) ([Cr(OH)(1,4-BDC)]n). MIL-53(Cr) was
synthesized according to the procedure reported in ref. 71.
Cr(NO3)3$9H2O ((2.0 g, 5.0 mmol), 1,4-H2BDC (0.67 g, 4.0 mmol)
and hydrouoric acid (0.53 g, 2.65mmol) were added to 22.5 mL
water. The mixture was ultrasonicated for 30 minutes and
transferred to a Teon liner, placed into an autoclave, and
heated in an oven to 220 �C and annealed for 72 h. The solid was
washed with EtOH, dried at 300 �C in vacuum drying cabinet,
and calcined by 330 �C for 22 h.

2.2.1.3 DUT-4(Al) cp (MIL-69) ([Al(OH)(2,6-NDC)]n). A
mixture, containing Al(NO3)3$9H2O (1.310 g, 3.5 mmol), 2,6-
H2NDC (0.378 g, 1.75 mmol), KOH (0.244 g, 0.44 mmol) and
5 mL H2O was placed into a 50 cm3 Teon liner, placed in an
autoclave and heated at 210 �C for 16 h. The product was
separated, washed with H2O and dried at 150 �C for 2 h in an
oven.

2.2.1.4 DUT-4(Al) lp ([Al(OH)(2,6-NDC)]n) and DUT-5
([Al(OH)(1,4-BPDC)]n). The synthesis was conducted according
to the synthetic procedures reported in ref. 58. Instead of an
autoclave, the Schott DURAN borosilicate glass bottle was used
as reaction vessel. The products were separated by centrifuga-
tion and thoroughly washed with ethanol (Soxhlet extraction, 16
h).

2.2.2 Characterization. To ensure the phase purity the
samples were subjected to powder X-ray diffraction analysis
(PXRD). The samples for PXRDmeasurements were prepared in
air. The measurements were performed on a Stoe Stadi P
diffractometer in transmission geometry using monochromatic
CuKa1 radiation (l ¼ 0.154056 nm) and MYTHEN detector
(DECTRIS).

The PXRD pattern of MIL-53(Al) (see Fig. S3†) contains
reections of the cp and lp phases (due to the partial adsorption
of moisture from air). The calcination of MIL-53(Cr) was obvi-
ously not successful. The PXRD pattern of the material corre-
spond to the calculated PXRD of the asmade form (see Fig. S4†).
Therefore, the sample may contain terephthalic acid in the
pores. DUT-4(Al) was prepared in the cp and lp phase (PXRD
patterns are presented in Fig. S5 and S6,† respectively). The
PXRD pattern of DUT-5(Al) indicates the formation of lp phase
(see Fig. S7†).

2.2.3 Raman spectroscopy. The spectra in the backscat-
tering geometry were collected in air (23 �C, 25% relative
humidity) with a triple grating spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon
T64000) equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled
device detection system. The Spectra-Physics diode-pumped
solid-state laser Excelsior-532-300-CDRH with wavelength
532 nm and power 1 mW on a sample was used for spectra
excitation. The incident laser beam was focused on the sample
by a 50� Olympus MPlan objective lens with a numerical
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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aperture of 0.75. The same objective lens collected the scattered
light. Spectroscopic measurements were performed in the
subtractive dispersion mode to investigate the low-wavenumber
spectra, which attained a low-wavenumber limit of 10 cm�1 in
the present setup. The rigorous optical alignment allowed
eliminating deformation of the low-wavenumber spectral edge
by an optical slit, which sometimes smears the genuine features
of low-wavenumber spectra.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Raman spectra in the terahertz range

Before analyzing the theoretically predicted terahertz vibrations
in the different MIL-53 materials, it should be veried that the
calculated frequencies correspond to the experimentally
measured ones. For that purpose, theoretical Raman spectra of
ve structures have been compared with their experimental
counterparts in the range 0–250 cm�1 (see Fig. 3a). As terahertz
frequencies might exhibit a strong dependence on the unit cell
volume49 and to increase the overlap between experiment and
theory, the normal modes have been determined for structures
at the experimentally measured unit cell volume.

In contrast to the IR spectrum in the terahertz range,46 a set
of modes with high Raman activity could be observed in
experiment, which were well reproduced by the DFT simula-
tions. Based on this correspondence, the Raman active modes
could all be identied as vibrations inducing rotations of the
Fig. 3 (a) Raman spectra of different MIL-53 analogs in the range 0–
250 cm�1. The colored lines represent the static DFT spectra with
a Lorentzian broadening of 10 cm�1, whereas the underlying black
lines are the corresponding experimental spectra. (b) Visualization of
the Raman active terahertz vibration inducing rotations of the linkers.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
aromatic groups (see Fig. 3b). The Raman spectrum of the cp
phase of MIL-53(Al) shows two strong Raman peaks. The one
with the lowest frequency around 50 cm�1 is assigned to
vibrations inducing linker rotations around their principal axis
in which opposite linkers rotate in the opposite direction,
whereas the Raman band around 90 cm�1 originates from
linker rotation modes in which opposite linkers rotate in the
same direction. The higher frequency of the latter mode is due
to the constrained movement in the dense cp phase structure.49

The lp phase of MIL-53(Cr) has only a single strong Raman
band in the theoretical spectrum. The two types of linker rota-
tion vibrations that could be distinguished in the cp phase
spectrum of MIL-53(Al) are also present here, but due to the
increased unit cell volume in the lp phase there is no con-
strained movement anymore and their vibrational frequencies
coincide. The experimental Raman spectrum of the lp phase of
MIL-53(Cr) shows a very broad Raman peak centered around the
theoretically predicted frequency of the linker rotation vibra-
tions, which is probably caused by residual linker molecules in
the pore. These residual linker molecules can imply constraints
on the framework linkers broadening the Raman peak.

For DUT-4(Al), the Raman spectra have been measured in
both the cp and the lp phase. The former structure can also be
referred to as MIL-69.57 Both phases exhibit a couple of strong
Raman bands around 100 cm�1 which can be assigned to
vibrations inducing linker rotations around their principal axis.
In contrast to the structures with a BDC linker, the two different
types of thesemodes have similar frequencies in both the lp and
the cp phase. This can be explained by the fact that these modes
already have a higher frequency in the lp phase due to the
disalignment of the carboxyl groups of the NDC linker (see
Section S3 in the ESI† for a visualization). The reduced move-
ment range of the linkers in the cp phase is in this case
a secondary effect and will now only slightly increase the
vibrational frequencies of these modes. DUT-4(Al) exhibits also
some weak Raman bands due to vibrations inducing linker
rotations around an axis parallel with the 1D chain. They are
located around 50 cm�1 and 130 cm�1 in the lp phase and
around 150 cm�1 in the cp phase. The increased Raman activity
compared with the other MIL-53 analogs originates from the
larger polarizability of the disaligned NDC linker due to delo-
calized electrons.

The last structure, for which the experimental Raman spec-
trum was determined, is the lp phase of DUT-5(Al). It is char-
acterized by two intense Raman bands around 30 cm�1 and
75 cm�1. The theoretical calculation also predicts these two
bands, although slightly shied to higher wavenumbers. The
former originates from the vibrations inducing linker rotations
around their principal axis, already discussed for the other
structures. The latter Raman band can be assigned to rotations
in the opposite direction of the two phenyl rings on the same
BPDC linker.

As a nal note, it has to be mentioned that the experimental
Raman spectra were recorded in ambient conditions. Under
these circumstances, adsorbed water molecules are supposed to
be present in the 1D channel. Conversely, theoretical Raman
spectra were determined without any water molecules, because
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 17254–17266 | 17259
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this requires a dynamic approach to account for the mobility of
the guest molecules.72 However, by means of ab initiomolecular
dynamics simulations it was veried that the presence of water
had negligible impact on the predicted Raman spectra in the
terahertz range. This is because water has only Raman active
vibrations outside the terahertz spectrum and it leaves frame-
work vibrations unaffected (see Section S4 in the ESI†).

In summary, the validity of our theoretical model could be
veried via comparison with experimental Raman spectra in the
terahertz range. The latter showed unique ngerprints in both
the lp and cp phase spectra and, therefore, it is also the ideal
tool to identify the phase transition in breathing MOFs.
3.2 Rigid unit modes in MIL-53(Al)

The good correspondence between the experimental and
simulated Raman spectra in the terahertz range allows for
a thorough characterization of the RUMs at the gamma point in
the MIL-53 analogs. To quantify the character of these terahertz
vibrations, we can differentiate between translations and rota-
tions of the different building blocks induced by the mode. A
similar approach has already been pursued in the case of
molecular crystals73,74 in which the building blocks, i.e. the
molecules, were clearly separated. For MOFs, however, this has
never been done to the best of our knowledge. The quantica-
tion depends on the denition of the building blocks, which
may differ based on the assignment of hinge atoms. A
description of the characterization procedure can be found in
Section S5 of the ESI.†

In this section, we will investigate the RUMs present in the
unit cell of MIL-53(Al), which will serve as the reference mate-
rial. In our earlier study, a detailed description of the terahertz
modes within this exible MOF has been provided.49However, it
lacked a quantication of the RUM character of each mode with
subsequent division in specic building block movements.
Nevertheless, this analysis is very useful to identify universal
terahertz vibrations in MIL-53 analogs that are independent of
the building block structure. In Fig. 4, the phonon modes with
the 15 lowest vibrational frequencies (except from the trans-
lational modes) in the lp phase of MIL-53(Al) are characterized.
To reduce the number of graphical representations of the
modes, only the lowest frequency mode of each mode type has
been presented in Fig. 4d. The schematic visualization of the
other terahertz vibrations can be found in Section S6 of the
ESI.†

A rst observation is that the displacements in all these
terahertz vibrations can almost strictly be described by trans-
lations and rotations of the building blocks. In that sense, the
15 identied modes can be considered RUMs. The soest mode
in the lp phase of MIL-53(Al) at 19 cm�1 consists of rotations of
the metal-oxide octahedra and translations of the linkers (mode
A in Fig. 4). Its vibrational frequency decreases slightly in the cp
phase. Nevertheless, it is signicant given the very low
frequency of this mode. The soness of this mode does induce
a transition to a very closed pore phase in the Sc analog,75,76

however such a transition is not observed in any of the struc-
tures studied here. The complementary mode, i.e. translations
17260 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 17254–17266
of the metal-oxide octahedra and rotations of the linkers (mode
B in Fig. 4), has a much higher vibrational frequency in the lp
phase (98 cm�1) because it creates a strained conguration. In
the cp phase, the increased dispersion enforces the collective
behavior of this mode.

Modes A and B are the only phonon modes exhibiting
a substantial relative decrease in vibrational frequency going
from the lp phase to the cp phase. Mode E4 has also a negative
frequency difference between the lp and cp phase structure, but
this is small compared to the absolute vibrational frequency.
The other modes exhibit an increase in frequency, such as the
vibrations inducing rotations of the linkers (modes C in Fig. 4).
As mentioned in the previous section (Section 3.1), two types
can be distinguished: vibrations in which opposite linkers
rotate in the opposite direction (C1 and C2) and vibrations in
which opposite linkers rotate in the same direction (C3 and C4)
(see Fig. S33 in the ESI†). In the lp phase of MIL-53(Al), the
former are mixed up with either rotations of the metal-oxide
units or translations of the building blocks, whereas the latter
induce pure rotations of the linkers. They all have a vibrational
frequency around 50 cm�1. Aer transition to the cp phase, the
rst type of linker rotation modes can be found around the
same frequency. In contrast, the dense cp phase induces an
increase in the vibrational frequency of the second type of linker
rotation modes as became clear already from Raman spectros-
copy (see Section 3.1).

Modes D in Fig. 4 can mainly be characterized by trans-
lations of the linkers in the direction of the pore. They are oen
referred to as trampoline-like motions and have both
a frequency in the lp phase of 58 cm�1, which increases
signicantly when going to the cp phase again due to the
hindered movement. This strong increase in vibrational
frequency from the lp to the cp phase does also show up for
three RUMs inducing rotations of the metal-oxide units (modes
E in Fig. 4). Mode E1 at 63 cm�1 in the lp phase consists of
rotations of all metal-oxide units in the same direction
combined with a rotation of the linker around an axis parallel
with the 1D metal-oxide chain. Modes E2 and E3 induce rota-
tions of neighboring metal-oxide units in the opposite direction
combined with small linker translations (E2, at 75 cm�1 in the
lp phase) or linker rotations (E3, at 80 cm�1 in the lp phase).
Mode E4 withmainly metal-oxide rotations at 104 cm�1 in the lp
phase exhibits rotations of metal-oxide units on a single chain
in the opposite direction as those on a neighboring chain. This
rotation is combined with a translation of the linker, similar to
mode A, although the translation is now in the opposite direc-
tion. This might explain why the frequency of this mode slightly
decreases when going to the cp phase, which was the case for
mode A.

A last set of RUMs that are discussed in Fig. 4 consist of
shearing type vibrations (modes F). Their frequencies vary with
the kind of displacements involved. A very low frequency mode,
F1, located at 41 cm�1 in the lp phase is characterized by
a translation of neighboring 1D chains in the direction of the
chain in the opposite sense, which goes hand in hand with
a rotation of the linkers enabling this translation. At a slightly
higher frequency (67 cm�1 in the lp phase), RUM F2 is found
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 4 Characterization of the different rigid-unit modes in MIL-53(Al) grouped according to mode type: (A) metal-oxide rotation and linker
translation, (B) metal-oxide translation and linker rotation, (C) linker rotation, (D) linker translation, (E) metal-oxide rotation, and (F) metal-oxide
translation. (a) Vibrational frequencies of the rigid-unit modes in the lp phase. (b) Frequency difference of the rigid-unit modes between the cp
and the lp phase. (c) Quantification of the displacements of the building blocks induced by the rigid-unit mode. Possible building block
displacements are rotations and translations of the metal-oxide (MO) and the linker. (d) Schematic visualization of the different types of rigid-unit
modes characterized in (a–c). For clarity, only the lowest frequency mode of every mode type is illustrated. Visualization of mode types A to E
show the view on the pores, whereas mode type F provides a view on the 1D inorganic chain.
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consisting of translations of the 1D chain in the direction of the
short pore diagonal combined with translations of the linkers in
the opposite sense. Finally, mode F3 is present at 106 cm�1

involving translations of the linkers in the direction of the 1D
chain, in which opposite linkers move in opposite sense. This
translation is facilitated by a translation of the metal-oxide
units. These shearing modes have similar frequencies in the
lp and cp phase and are, consequently, less relevant to under-
stand the breathing mechanism.

The abovementioned modes all have more than 85% RUM
character and can thus be considered as true RUMs. Within
MIL-53(Al) there are four other modes with higher frequency
that achieve the same target (see ESI†). Around 130 cm�1, there
are two modes inducing shearing of the linkers in the direction
of the 1D chain and at 173 cm�1 and 186 cm�1, two modes
involving in-plane rotation of the linker and rotation of the
metal-oxide units can be found. These modes have relatively
high frequencies because they create distortions of the metal-
oxide units. The relatively high RUM character is an artefact
of the partial occupation of hinge atoms in our model. There-
fore, these modes will not be considered in the remainder.

3.3 Terahertz vibrations in winerack frameworks

Since the RUMs identied in MIL-53(Al) can be characterized
independently from the building blocks, they are also present in
topologically identical structures. Changing the building blocks
has an impact on the vibrational frequencies of the RUMs due
to altered interactions, which may affect the free energy and,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
hence, the stability of the MOF.17 However, the free energy
consists mainly of an energetic contribution. Therefore, to
analyze the effect of phonons on the exibility, one should
evaluate to what extend the entropic contribution, greatly
inuenced by the low-frequency RUMs, is able to counteract the
internal energy. In the following, we will rst estimate the effect
of building block substitutions on the RUM frequencies and,
consequently, the entropy. Aerwards, we will assess the impact
on the exibility.

3.3.1 Inorganic chain substitution. First, the inuence of
inorganic chain substitution on the RUM frequencies will be
discussed (see Fig. 5). Looking at the frequency differences of
the lp phase structures with the lp phase of MIL-53(Al) (Fig. 5a),
no signicant changes in vibrational frequencies can be
observed. This is not surprising as inorganic chain substitution
will yield only small volume differences (see Table 2), slightly
affecting the dispersion interactions and, consequently, the
normal mode frequencies. The most noteworthy frequency
differences are found for the vibrations inducing linker rota-
tions (modes C in Fig. 5). The presence of vanadium instead of
aluminum gives rise to a frequency decrease of about 20 cm�1,
which is substantial for modes with a vibrational frequency of
50 cm�1 in the original MIL-53(Al) structure. This can be
explained by an increase in unit cell volume for the structures
with vanadium. Although the increase is modest, it results in an
equilibrium structure in which the phenyl units are planar with
the carboxylate units, whereas these were tilted in the other
MIL-53 analogs. This increases the symmetry of the lp phase
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 17254–17266 | 17261
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Fig. 5 Effect of inorganic chain substitution on the terahertz
frequencies of the RUMs. (a) Frequency difference between the
structure with substituted inorganic chain and MIL-53(Al), both in the
lp phase. (b) Frequency difference between the cp and lp phase
structures.
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(see Section S8 in the ESI† for a visualization). Therefore, the
vibrational frequency of linker rotations will be reduced.

This decrease in frequency adds to the frequency difference
between the cp and lp phase of this RUM, which will stimulate
the entropic trigger to transform to the lp phase. Although also
other factors will impact the frequency difference of linker
rotation vibrations and other RUMs (see Fig. 5b). Adapting the
type of metal, for example, increases the frequency difference
for the RUMs inducing rotations and translations of the linkers
(modes C and D in Fig. 5). Evidently, the larger ionic radii
hinder the rotations of the phenyl unit and the trampoline
motion of the linker in the cp phase. In contrast, replacing the
anionic hydroxyl group by F� (MIL-53(Al)-F) or O2� (MIL-47(V))
reduces the frequency difference in these two RUM types. This
decrease originates from the reduced dispersion interactions
aer removal of the hydrogen atoms. Consequently, the equi-
librium volume of the cp phases of MIL-53(Al)-F and MIL-47 are
substantially higher than for the other structures (see Table 2)
and these type of vibrations become less hindered yielding
lower frequencies. Therefore, this decrease in frequency
difference is merely a function of the unit cell volume and not of
Table 2 Electronic energy difference, entropy difference at 300 K (TDS t
(in kJ mol�1 (in terms of the unit cell)) between the lp and cp phase. Also
MIL-53 analogs are presented

MIL-53(Al) MIL-53(Ga) MIL-53(Cr) MIL-53(V)

Dlp–cpEel 26.7 34.1 27.5 39.0
TDlp–cpS 9.5 12.1 13.1 25.7
TDlp–cpSRUM 9.8 10.5 12.5 20.3
Vcp 843 831 836 840
Vlp 1426 1510 1510 1534

a There is no theoretically predicted metastable lp phase in DUT-4(Al). Th
measured value in ref. 58.

17262 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 17254–17266
other factors, as is demonstrated by volume–frequency relations
of MIL-53(Al) and MIL-47(V) (see Section S9 in the ESI†).
Nevertheless, it reduces the entropic trigger to transition from
the cp to the lp phase, making the structures more rigid.

The frequency differences between the cp and lp phase of the
other RUMs remainmore or less the same upon inorganic chain
substitution, except for one RUM exhibiting rotations of the
inorganic octahedra (modes E in Fig. 5). Substitution of Al3+

with Cr3+ or V3+ signicantly increases the frequency difference,
whereas substitution of Al3+ with Ga3+ decreases the frequency
difference. It is not clear what causes this deviating trend,
however it is not expected to have a large impact on the
breathing behavior given the almost unaltered frequency of this
RUM in the lp phase and the relatively high frequency in the cp
phase.

In conclusion, inorganic chain substitutions yield only small
vibrational frequency differences in the lp phase structures. The
changes in frequency differences between the cp and lp phases
are more pronounced for two types of RUMs, i.e. those inducing
linker rotations and translations. Substitution of metal atoms
with larger ionic radii increases the frequency difference,
whereas replacing the hydroxyl group reduces the frequency
difference. This will increase, respectively decrease, the proba-
bility of an entropy driven phase transition between the cp and
the lp phase.

3.3.2 Linker substitution. Besides substitution of the
inorganic octahedra, also the linker can be exchanged. In the
case of inorganic chain replacement, it was clear that small
structural changes such as an increased unit cell volume could
already lead to noticeable frequency differences. By changing
the linkers, it can be expected that these frequency differences
will be even more pronounced, because the type of linker
directly determines the size of the framework and the strength
of the intermolecular interactions. This becomes clear when
looking at Fig. 6 comparing, on the one hand, the RUM
frequencies in the lp phase of A520(Al) (fumarate linker), DUT-
4(Al) (NDC linker), and DUT-5(Al) (BPDC linker) with the lp
phase of MIL-53(Al) (BDC linker) (panel a). On the other hand,
the RUM frequency differences between the cp and lp phase of
all these structures are compared (panel b).

Observation of the frequency differences between the lp
phases learns that the incorporation of the small fumarate
linker generally increases the terahertz frequencies. The only
exceptions are the RUMs inducing rotations of the inorganic
erm), and entropy difference at 300 K only due to the RUMs (TDS term)
the theoretical unit cell volume (in Å3) of both phases for the different

MIL-53(Al)-F MIL-47(V) A520(Al) DUT-4(Al)a DUT-5(Al)

0.6 �3.0 �15.2 113.1 138.1
9.4 14.0 10.3 2.9 24.2
8.5 11.2 13.6 4.8 16.1

882 921 604 1097 1209
1430 1549 946 2159a 2779

e volume of the simulated lp phase corresponds to the experimentally

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 6 Effect of linker substitution on the terahertz frequencies of the
RUMs. (a) Frequency difference between the structure with substituted
linker and MIL-53(Al), both in the lp phase. (b) Frequency difference
between the cp and lp phase structures.
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octahedra (modes E in Fig. 6) for which also a decrease can be
noted in some cases. Conversely, the use of the extended BPDC
linker tends to decrease the lp phase frequencies of the RUMs,
except for those inducing linker rotations (modes C in Fig. 6)
which have frequencies comparable to MIL-53(Al). Clearly, the
size of the linker has a direct impact on the vibrational
frequencies of the RUMs in the lp phase. Short and light linkers
yield higher frequencies, whereas long and heavy linkers give
rise to lower frequencies. Based on these ndings and their
inuence on the entropic contribution, we can expect structures
with short linkers to be less exible, while the opposite is true
for structures with long linkers. The increased vibrational
frequency of the modes exhibiting linker rotations (modes C)
within DUT-4(Al) with long NDC linkers, seems contradictory.
However, as was pointed out in Section 3.1 already, the dis-
alignment of the carboxyl groups of the NDC linker (see Section
S3 in the ESI† for a visualization) hinders the rotation in the lp
phase increasing the mode frequency.

Interpreting the frequency differences between the cp and
the lp phases of structures with substituted linkers is less
straightforward. On the one hand, it appears that the disaligned
NDC linker yields smaller frequency differences, because the
RUMs are more hindered in the lp phase and/or less hindered
in the cp phase. Long BPDC linkers, on the other hand, give rise
to larger frequency differences, mainly due to the lower RUM
frequencies in the lp phase. The RUM frequency differences in
A520(Al) with the fumarate linker show no clear trends. We refer
to Section S7 in the ESI† for a more detailed analysis of the
specic RUM frequency differences.

We can conclude that short linkers such as fumarate yield
higher absolute RUM frequencies making the structure more
rigid. Conversely, long linkers such as BPDC yield lower abso-
lute RUM frequencies enhancing the exibility. Structures with
an NDC linker, although it is more extended than BDC, did not
always follow this rational due to disalignment of the carboxyl
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
groups, which reduces the ability to undergo an entropically
driven phase transition. Therefore, DUT-4(Al) can be considered
more rigid than structures with well-aligned linkers.

3.3.3 Impact on exibility. Up to this point, only the direct
effect of building block substitution on the separate RUM
frequencies has been treated. However, studying the impact of
building block substitution on the exibility requires an anal-
ysis of all phonon modes at once, because the effect on one
mode can be counteracted by the effect on another. A property
that contains information of all phonons is the entropy, which,
together with the internal energy, determines the free energy
(see Section S10 in the ESI†). To assess the possibility of a phase
transition, the entropy difference and the internal energy
difference between the lp and cp phase should be balanced
against each other. The latter does primarily depend on the
electronic energy difference between both phases. The calcu-
lated electronic energy difference and the entropy difference at
300 K between the lp and cp phases are given in Table 2. The
theoretical values can vary depending on the level-of-theory that
is applied.17 Furthermore, the actual equilibrium volume will
depend on several factors, such as the zero-point energy and the
temperature, which affects the vibrational frequencies.49

Therefore, we will restrict ourselves to a qualitative discussion
in the following.

First, it can be observed that at 300 K the lp phase is entro-
pically favored over the cp phase for all MIL-53 analogs, which
indicates that low-frequency vibrations are more abundant in
the lp phase compared to the cp phase. Substitution of the
inorganic octahedra has, in most cases, a limited effect on the
entropy difference. Only for MIL-53(V) a substantial increase of
the entropy difference between the lp and cp phase is observed.
This stems from the very low frequency of the RUMs inducing
linker rotations (modes C) in the lp phase of MIL-53(V), which
was already discussed in Section 3.3.1. However, this does not
necessarily make the structure more prone to a phase transi-
tion, because also the electronic energy difference is larger than
with other inorganic octahedra.

In general, MIL-53 analogs with BDC linkers in combination
with inorganic octahedra containing a hydroxyl group exhibit
a moderate positive electronic energy difference between the lp
and the cp phase. The entropy difference at 300 K calculated at
the current level of theory is slightly smaller, but still of the
same order of magnitude. Therefore, the entropy difference is
able to outweigh the internal energy difference at some point,
driving the transition from a cp phase to a lp phase. This is in
agreement with experimental studies, evidencing breathing in
MIL-53 with aluminum,47 gallium,77 chromium,53 or vanadium78

as the metal ion under certain thermodynamic conditions.
When the hydroxyl group is replaced by uor or oxygen, but the
BDC linker is maintained, the electronic energy difference
between both phases vanishes. Therefore, the entropy is the
leading term in the free energy and only a stable lp phase is
expected. This is also what is seen in experiments where both
MIL-53(Al)F (ref. 79) and MIL-47(V)78 are found to remain in
a rigid lp phase under atmospheric conditions.

In contrast to inorganic chain substitution, changing the
linker can affect the entropy difference between both phases
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 17254–17266 | 17263
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greatly. Substitution of BDC with BPDC linkers signicantly
increases the entropy difference, whereas to opposite is true
when NDC linkers are considered. Replacing BDC with fuma-
rate linkers keeps the entropy difference almost unchanged.
Based on the large differences in RUM frequencies the latter
nding is rather unexpected, but of low importance for the
exibility. The lack of dispersion interactions between neigh-
boring fumarate linkers gives rise to a lp phase which is ener-
getically more stable than the cp phase. Therefore, A520(Al) is
expected to exist only in the lp phase under atmospheric
conditions, which is also observed in experiments.80

The introduction of NDC linkers reduces the entropy
difference between both phases. The disalignment of the
carboxyl groups increases the RUM frequencies mainly in the lp
phase, which results in an entropy contribution of almost the
same size in the lp and cp phase. Consequently, there is no
entropic trigger towards one of both phases and the structure
will remain in its energetically most stable phase, being the cp
phase in the case of DUT-4(Al). Actually, our simulations show
that no metastable lp phase exists. Experimentally, DUT-4(Al)
can be synthesized in a cp57 and a lp58 phase, which are both
rigid and cannot transition to the other phase. Apparently,
synthesis with dimethylformamide (DMF) gives rise to a rigid
metastable lp phase of DUT-4(Al).58

Finally, the BPDC linkers yield a large entropy difference
between the phases. This is due to a decrease in RUM
frequencies and an increase in the frequency differences.
Hence, there is a substantial entropic push towards the lp
phase. Nevertheless, the strong dispersion interactions between
neighboring BPDC linkers energetically favor the cp phase. In
fact, the electronic energy difference is so large that a transition
to the lp phase should only be possible at high temperature.
This is not seen in experiments in which DUT-5(Al) is only
present in the lp phase at atmospheric conditions and, on top of
that, remains rigid.58 This discrepancy between theory and
experiment can, similarly to the occurrence of a lp phase of
DUT-4(Al), be explained by the applied synthesis technique.

To end this discussion, it has to be noted that the vibrational
entropies depend on all phonon frequencies and not merely the
RUM frequencies. However, calculation of the entropy by only
taking into account the RUM frequencies does yield entropy
differences between the lp and cp phase which are close to the
actual differences reported in Table 2 (see Section S10).
Accordingly, the RUMs supply all relevant contributions to the
entropy to interpret the exibility. Another important consid-
eration is that the current microscopic picture of exibility in
MOFs starts from an idealized situation without taking into
account the presence of defects and explicit temperature effects.
Defects may change the mode character and can lead to
frequency shis of the RUMs, which can be observed via
broadening of the Raman peaks (see Section S11 in the ESI†).
The RUM frequencies are also affected by temperature.
Increasing the temperature may lead to frequency shis, which
can impact the entropy differences between phases of so
porous crystals (see Section S12 in the ESI†). Besides tempera-
ture effects and defects, the presence of guest molecules and
multiple other factors can have an impact on the behavior of the
17264 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 17254–17266
framework. A detailed analysis of breathing transitions under
experimental conditions should bear these in mind.

4 Conclusions

Reticular chemistry has provided a way to synthesize a vast
number of MOFs with varying properties. Many properties
depend on the characteristic phonons such as thermal
conductivity, thermal expansion, and the occurrence of phase
transitions. Carefully selecting the building blocks allows to
tune the phonon properties of the MOF. In this work, the effect
of inorganic chain and linker substitutions on the terahertz
vibrations in MIL-53 analogs were investigated via ab initio
lattice dynamics calculations.

A new theoretical framework was developed that enabled the
characterization of the RUMs, involving translations and rota-
tions of the building blocks, that allowed to identify these
modes within the different MOFs, and that could analyze their
impact on different properties. The accuracy of the simulations
was veried by comparing theoretical Raman spectra with the
experimentally measured ones. This resulted in a very good
correspondence between theory and experiment. Moreover, the
observed Raman bands in the terahertz range, mainly due to
rotations of the linkers, proved to be unique ngerprints for the
structures in their respective phases. As such, they can be used
to pinpoint phase transitions in so porous crystals.

Most of the RUMs showed no Raman activity and required
a theoretical analysis. Taking MIL-53(Al) as the reference
structure, this led to the identication of 15 RUMs, which could
be classied into 6 types according to the induced translations
and/or rotations of the inorganic octahedra and/or linker units.
The rst two types are phonon modes that become very so in
the cp phase. They involve rotations of the inorganic chains and
translations of the linkers or vice versa. The next three mode
types induce either rotations of the linkers, translation of the
linkers, or rotations of the inorganic octahedra. The corre-
sponding phonon modes are characterized by a low vibrational
frequency in the lp phase and a high frequency in the cp phase.
A last set of modes gives rise to translations of the inorganic
octahedra and/or the linkers yielding shearing type of motions.
Their frequency is similar in both phases and, therefore, they
will not contribute to the breathing mechanism.

The RUMs identied in MIL-53(Al) appeared in all topolog-
ically identical structures. Consequently, their entropic contri-
bution could be tuned by building block substitution. Linker
substitution had the largest impact on the RUM frequencies. It
was shown that short linkers yielded higher absolute RUM
frequencies, whereas long linkers yielded lower absolute RUM
frequencies. Therefore, longer linkers increase the intrinsic
exibility of the structure. Furthermore, the frequency differ-
ence between the cp and lp phase of several RUMs, such as the
one inducing trampoline motion of the linker, increased when
including the long BPDC linker, again enlarging the entropic
trigger for the phase transitions. The introduction of the NDC
linker resulted in the opposite effect because the disalignment
of the carboxylate groups gave rise to hindrance of specic
RUMs, such as those inducing linker rotations, increasing the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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frequency difference. The substitution of inorganic octahedra
had a more subtle effect on the RUM frequencies. Including
metal atoms with larger ionic radii slightly increased the
frequency difference between the cp and lp phase, whereas
replacing the hydroxyl group reduced it. This could increase,
respectively decrease, the probability of the entropy driven
phase transition.

Our theoretical study illustrated the inuence of building
block substitution on the phonon properties of exible MOFs. It
could pinpoint the effect of specic changes to the RUM
frequencies and relate it with the impact on the exibility by
analyzing the entropy. This provided mechanical insight in the
breathing phenomenon. However, the entropic contribution
cannot be detached from the electronic contribution, which
should also be taken into account to obtain a complete picture
of exibility in MOFs.
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